Music Production Summer School
Overview
Spend 6 inspiration-filled weeks developing practical tools, skills and
essential techniques in music and audio production during our innovative
and dynamic summer course.
At the end you’ll walk away with a portfolio of pieces from our exciting
workshops as well as an arsenal of practical tools and methods to carry
with you into the future. And if at the end you find yourself hungry for
more, we offer seamless progression from the summer school into either
our Electronic Music Production & Performance course or the Creative
Music Production & Sound Engineering course which both start in
September.

Workshop Details
Studio Workshops
Get hands-on experience in our fully equipped recording studio with
professional guidance from experienced tutors:
● Developing foundational skills in sound engineering
● Exploring the principles of studio space recordings
● Building and finalising full tracks layer by layer with real musicians
● Exploring the creative possibilities of the mixing console
● Collaborating on projects
● Recording your own music in a real studio environment
● Sharpening your listening skills
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Software and Hardware
From the basics to the experimental, the Software and Hardware
Workshops cover all you need to get you started on your tracks:
● Working with different digital audio workstations (DAW)
● Recording audio and midi
● Arranging and forming tracks
● Effects and processing
● Mixing and Mastering Basics

Creative Workshops
The Creative workshops give you a chance to learn ‘out of the box’
production methods with expert guidance with an extensive array of
hardware on hand to help you let your imagination run wild:
● Programming digital and analogue synths
● Working with drum machines and sequencers
● Experimenting with sound manipulation and effects
● Using physical space
● Glitching audio

Feedback Sessions
Share your productions-in-progress at our weekly Feedback sessions
where you can find new perspectives from your fellow participants and
start exciting new collaborations.

